Datasheet NAM-SLIM EPR-DS-EN-A
Options
1. For convenient reader integration, we offer 2 location;
ont the side and on the top.
2. Slot for Barcode cards.

(1)

(2)

3. Increased space for multiple integrations:
a. Industrial PC integration.
b. Elevator display screen.
Angled housing for elevator display.
* Max. dimensions (*can change depending of
the shape of the display):
4 x 7 x 1.5 in (102 x 178 x 38 mm)

The SlimLane EPR swing door security entrance lane
offers
a
high
bidirectional
throughput
and
uncompromising security.
With its transparent, elegant design, the SlimLane EPR
is designed to integrate perfectly into any architectural
environment while allowing the integration of multiple
peripherals
Equipped with a high processing capacity and an
exclusive detection system, the SlimLane EPR
guarantees accurate user tracking and prevents any
unauthorized access.
The SlimLane EPR is a modular product that can be
installed as a single lane or in a multi-lane array.
The SlimLane EPR option is only available on short
cabinets.
For standard information, please refer to the SlimLane
Datasheet (NAM-SLIM 940-DS-EN).
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Datasheet NAM-SLIM EPR-DS-EN-A

STANDARD DIMENSIONS (inches / mm) without & with angled housing for elevator display
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